
 
 

     
 

 

 

Fancy Fold Time to Celebrate 
1. Place Fresh Freesia Base in Simply Scored with long edge at top, score @ 1 3/8”, 2 ¾”, 4 1/8” & 5 ½”. Fold 

middle score Valley and then accordion fold others so last fold sits on top of rest on left side. 

2. Take one of the cards from kit and cut to 4 ¼” x 5 ¼”, then cut each piece at 1 1/16”, you will end up with 4. 

3. Layer all pieces you cut of image onto strips of Misty Moonlight, adhere to each folded panel so they create a 

scene.  

4. Stamp Basic White with Sentiment to left side down a little from the top and stamp leaves along right edge twich 

with no inking between 1st and 2nd time. Adhere to Misty Moonlight and adhere to inside. 

5. Stamp sentiment on small strip, cut edges and go over with Blending Brush and Misty Moonlight ink. Then layer 

onto small strip of Misty Moonlight cut to fit, set aside. 

6. Score Misty Moonlight 2 1/8” x 4 ½” with long edge at top @ 2 1/8”, fold with a Mountain fold. 

7. Cut one New Horizons Designer paper that matches the top of your design to 2” x 2 ¼” twice adhere to #6 so it 

continues the scene.  

8. Adhere HALF of the sentiment from #5 across left side panel, leaving right unattached. This will make it so you 

can open and close the card. 

9. Place adhesive ONLY on left edge and right edge of panel in last step. Place card flat so the design is flat, then 

line up panel (towards top as shown) so the middle score on panel, lines up with middle score on left side of 

card, press down. Where you only placed adhesive is where it will stick so you can open and close card. Watch 

video if this doesn’t make sense. https://youtu.be/A1crv5dRZSE  

 

Supplies 

Stamps: Paper Pumpkin March 2022 

Inks: Misty Moonlight (included) 

Paper: Fresh Freesia 5 ½” x 9 ¾” 

Misty Moonlight 5 ¼” x 4” (x2), 2 1/8” x 4 ½”, 

5/8” x 3 ¼”, 1 ¼” x 5 ¼” (x4)  

Basic White 3 7/8” x 5 1/8”, ½” x 3” 

New Horizons Designer: 2” x 4 ¼” 

Embellishments: Wink of Stella 

Tools: Simply Scored, Blending Brush 

https://youtu.be/A1crv5dRZSE

